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Abstract 
 
 
We consider an optimal control problem for a system governed by a Volterra integral equation with 
impulsive terms. The impulses act on both the state and the control; the control consists of switchings at 
discrete times. The cost functional includes both, an integrated cost rate (continuous part) and switching 
costs at the discrete impulse times (discrete part). We prove necessary optimality conditions of a form 
analogous to a discrete maximum principle. For the particular case of a system governed by impulsive 
ordinary differential equations, we obtain an impulsive maximum principle as a special case of the 
necessary optimality conditions for impulsive Volterra equations. 
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1. Introduction. 
 
In this paper, we obtain necessary conditions for optimality for Volterra integral 
equations with impulsive terms and piecewise constant controls. The cost functional that 
is to be minimized includes an integral term for the rate of cost per unit time, as well as 
discrete switching costs at the times of changing the values of the control. For simplicity, 
we consider only discrete controls and fixed switching times. The combination of 
continuous and discrete controls, and the case of variable switching times, are objects of 
ongoing work and will be reported elsewhere.  
The novelty of the problem we consider here lies in the inclusion of impulsive terms in 
the Volterra integral equation. Without impulsive terms in the state dynamics, the case of 
piecewise constant controls has been treated in [S1, S2, S3]. We note here that the 
general questions of optimality conditions for optimal control problems governed by 
Volterra integral equations have been studied in, among other references, [B, BA, CA, 
RS, S1, S2, S3, S4]. 
It is well known that Volterra integral equations can be used to model many classes of 
phenomena, for example population dynamics, continuum mechanics of materials with 
memory, economic problems, the spread of epidemics, non-local problems of diffusion 
and heat conduction, etc. Some of these applications may be found in the classical 
references [D, K], and other examples can be found in more specialized works. The 
corresponding control problems for such systems lead to optimal control problems for 
Volterra integral equations. An explicit example of applying the methods of optimal 
control of Volterra integral equations to economics is the paper [KM].  
All kinds of control systems can be subjected to impulsive conditions. Impulsive control 
systems may arise from state models that are intrinsically impulsive, i.e. the physical 
model without a control function (the uncontrolled model) still involves impulsive terms, 
as it happens, for example, in systems of variable structure when a system involves 
transitions through different operating regimes. Impulsive control problems can also arise 
because the action of the control may involve impulses applied to the state of the system, 
as, for example, investment decisions in economics, or the injection of a medical drug 
into a patient in mathematical models in pharmacology. Therefore, it is of interest to 
study the optimal control of impulsive Volterra integral equations. 
The mathematical analysis of problems with discrete controls is useful not only when the 
original formulation of the state dynamics of a controlled system involves discrete 
controls, but also when one tries to numerically solve an optimal control problem that 
was originally formulated as a problem with continuous controls. The numerical solution 
of optimal control problems often involves a discretization of the control function (see, 
e.g., [VS] for discrete approximations to ODE control problems), and in that case one has 
to solve the corresponding optimal control problem with a discrete-valued control 
function. 
The problem of impulsive control of a Volterra integral equation with fixed instants of 
impulses or switching of the control leads to a novel type of necessary conditions of 
optimality, analogous to the discrete version of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The 
discrete maximum principle, for systems governed by finite-difference equations (the 
discrete analogue of ordinary differential equations) has been treated by several 
researchers; rigorous results have been obtained notably in [BI, BO]. The problem we 
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consider in this paper also lead to a discrete version of a maximum principle, but the state 
dynamics in our problem is a Volterra equation in continuous time with additional 
impulsive terms. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been previously 
considered in the researcg literature. The results of this paper rely on a thorough analysis 
of the associated variational equations for impulsive Volterra integral equations. These 
results are proved in sections 4 through 6 of this paper. For the particular case of 
impulsive ordinary differential equations, we prove, in section 7, a version of a maximum 
principle for impulsive ODE as a particular case of the results for impulsive Volterra 
integral equations.  
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2. Statement of the problem. 
 
We consider a controlled Volterra equation with impulses at specified times 
T0 N21 <τ<<τ<τ< L , where [0, T] is the time-horizon of the optimal control 
problem. The system dynamics is described by 
 
))(u),(u),(x,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(h)s(x iiii
s0:i
s
0
i
+−−
<τ<
ττττ++= ∑∫
 
           (2.1) 
 
 
 
where the control function u(.) is piecewise constant, 
 
 
i1ii tfora)t(u τ<≤τ= −
 
           (2.2) 
 
 
 
Of course, N,...,2,1ifor,a)(u,a)(u 1iiii ==τ=τ ++− . We set T:,0: 1N0 =τ=τ + . 
The control function u takes values in a compact set U mIR⊂ . A control policy is  
identified with an ordered (N+1)-tuple of elements of U, )a,a,,a,a( 1NN21 +L  so that  
the associated control function )(u ⋅ is given by (2.2) for i=1,2,...,N+1. 
 
The functions f and G satisfy the following conditions: 
 
(C1)  f(s,t,x,a) and G(s,t,x,a,b)  are continuous for Tst0 ≤≤≤ , x in nIR , a and b in U. 
 
(C2)  f and G are Lipschitz in x, uniformly in s, t, a, b : 
 
 
 
|xx|C|),,x,t,s(G),,x,t,s(G|
|xx|C|),x,t,s(f),x,t,s(f|
21G21
21f21
−≤βα−βα
−≤α−α
 
            (2.3) 
 
 
 
The objective of the optimal control problem is to minimize a functional J defined by 
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)a,...,a,a),(x),...,(x),(x(dt))t(u),t(x,t(g:J 1N211N21
T
0 +
−
+
−− τττϕ+= ∫  
            (2.4) 
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3. Existence and elementary properties of solutions of the state equation. 
 
We use the definitions and notation of the previous section. We set  
τ= ),...,,( 1N21 +τττ ,  
a= )a,...,a( 1N1 + .  
For each collection of impulse times and corresponding value of the control, we seek a 
solution of (2.1) in the space C(0,T;τ) of functions x(t) that are bounded on [0,T], 
continuous on each interval 1N,...,2,1i,),( i1i +=ττ − , and have limits 
Ni1for)(x,)(x,)(x i1N0 ≤≤τττ ±− ++  (where )t(xlim:)(x
t ±τ→
±
=τ ). 
 
Theorem 3.1.  Under conditions (C1, C2) of section 2, for every τ and a, equation (2.1) 
possesses a unique solution x(.) in the space C(0,T;τ). 
 
Proof: Define )IR],([Cy i1ii aττ∈ − as follows: 
 
y1 is the unique solution (guaranteed by conditions C1, C2) of the Volterra equation 
 
],0[s,dt)a),t(x,s,t(f)s(h)s(y 11
s
01 τ∈+= ∫  
           (3.1) 
 
and, inductively, for i=1, 2, ... , N, yi+1 is solution of 
 
],[sfor,dt)a),t(y,t,s(f
)]a,a),(y,,s(Gdt)a),t(y,t,s(f[)s(h)s(y
1ii1j1i
s
1jjjjjjj
i
1j
1i
i
j
1j
+++τ
+
τ
τ
=
+
ττ∈+
+ττ++=
∫
∫∑
−
 
           (3.2) 
 
 
 
Then the function x(s) defined by 
 
)a,a),(y,,(G)(y)(x);(y)(x
;1N,...,2,1i;),(sfor)s(y)s(x
1iiiiiiiiiiii
i1ii
+
+−
−
τττ+τ=ττ=τ
+=ττ∈=
 
           (3.3) 
 
solves the impulsive Volterra equation (2.1). /// 
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For the purpose of devising iterative methods for solving impulsive Volterra equations, it 
is useful to obtain the solution of an impulsive Volterra equation via an iterative method. 
First, we notice that, under the stated assumptions, we have 
 
 
))(u),(u),(x,,(Gdt))t(u),t(x,t,(K)(h)(x jjjji
1i
1j
i0ii
i +−−
−
=
τ
− τττττ+τ+τ=τ ∑∫  
 
We consider the space V:=C(0,T;τ)× IRN with a vector-valued norm, defined for each  
(x, η) in V (with x∈  C(0,T;τ),  η= ),...,,( N21 ηηη ∈  IRN ) by 
 
( ) ( )||emax||||;|)t(|esup:||||;|||| ||||||),(|| iNi1tTt0 i η=ηξ=ξ


η
ξ
=ηξ µτ−
≤≤
µ
µ−
≤≤
µ
µ
µ
µ
 
 
Even though, for simplicity, we use the same symbol for all 3 norms, the norm µ⋅ ||||  on  
C(0,T;τ), the norm µ⋅ ||||  on IRN, and the IR2 -valued norm µ⋅ ||||  on C(0,T;τ)× IRN, it 
should be clear from the context which norm is used in each case. 
The problem of solving the impulsive Volterra equation (2.1) amounts to finding a fixed 
point of an operator S defined on V by 
 
;),(S
),(S
:),(S
d
c 


ηξ
ηξ
=ηξ  
 
aV:Sc C(0, T; τ) ;  ;IRV:S Nd a  
))(u),(u,,,(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,(f)(h)),(S(
;))(u),(u,,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h:)s))(,(S(
jjjji
1ij1:j
i0iid
jjjj
s0:j
s
0c
i
j
+−
−≤≤
τ
+−
<τ<
ττηττ+ξτ+τ=ηξ
ττητ+ξ+=ηξ
∑∫
∑∫
 
 
 
 
We follow the standard convention that a sum over an empty set of indices is, by 
definition, equal to zero; for example, the sum that appears in the definition of dS  above 
is zero when i=1. 
We shall call Sc and Sd the continuous and the discrete components of S. 
 
We have: 
 
Lemma 3.1. Solving (3.1) is equivalent to finding a fixed point of the operator S. 
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Proof:  If x is a solution of (3.1), then we can take ∉=ξ sfor)s(x)s(* τ  and 
N,...,2,1ifor)(x i*i =τ=η − ; then ),( ** ηξ  is a fixed point of S. 
Conversely, if ),( ** ηξ is a fixed point of S in V, then, for s∈ ),0[ 1τ , we have 
 
dt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h)s( *s0
* ξ+=ξ ∫
 
 
and at 1τ we have 
 
dt))t(u),t(,t,(f)(h *101
*
1
1 ξτ+τ=η ∫τ  
 
therefore )( 1**1 −τξ=η . Inductively, if 
 
))(u),(u),(,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h)s( jjj*j
s0:j
*s
0
*
j
+−−
<τ<
τττξτ+ξ+=ξ ∑∫  
for all s< kτ , s∉τ, and )( j**j −τξ=η  for j=1,2,...,k-1, then we have, at kτ , 
 
)())(u),(u),(,,(G
dt))t(u),t(,t,(f)(h
))(u),(u,,,(G
dt))t(u),t(,t,(f)(h
k
*jjj*jk
1k
1j
*
k0k
jj*jjk
1k
1j
*
k0k
*
k
k
k
−+−−
−
=
τ
+−
−
=
τ
τξ=τττξττ+
+ξτ+τ=
=ττηττ+
+ξτ+τ=η
∑
∫
∑
∫
 
 
and, for ),(s 1kk +ττ∈ , 
 
 
))(u),(u),(,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h
))(u),(u,,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h)s(
jjj*j
k
1j
*s
0
jj*jj
k
1j
*s
0
*
+−−
=
+−
=
τττξτ+ξ+=
=ττητ+ξ+=ξ
∑∫
∑∫
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so that *ξ solves the impulsive Volterra equation on ),0[ 1k+τ . The induction is complete, 
thus showing that *ξ  solves the impulsive Volterra equation on [0, T] and )( j**j −τξ=η  
for all j=1, 2, ..., N. /// 
 
Lemma 3.2. If µ>0 is sufficiently large, then, for any two elements ),(,),( 2211 ηξηξ  of 
V, we have  
 
µµµ
µµµ
η−η+ξ−ξ≤ηξ−ηξ
η−η+ξ−ξ≤ηξ−ηξ
||||a||||a||),(S),(S||
;||||a||||a||),(S),(S||
21
22
21
21
22
d
11
d
21
12
21
11
22
c
11
c
 
           (3.4) 
 
where all constants aij are nonnegative and the eigenvalues 21 , λλ  of the matrix 



=
2221
1211
aa
aa
:A  satisfy 1|| i <λ  for i=1, 2.  
 
Note: The nonnegativity of all elements of A is equivalent to A being an order-preserving 
operator on IR2 with respect to the coordinate-wise partial order in IR2 . 
 
Proof:  We recall (cf., e.g., [DM]) that the necessary and sufficient condition for a real 
2×2 matrix A to have eigenvalues with moduli less than 1 is 1)Adet(1|)A(tr| <<− , 
where tr(A) and det(A) are the trace and the determinant of A. 
Let )(min:h 1ii
1Ni1
−
+≤≤
τ−τ= , and, for each s, let }s:0imax{:N is <τ≥= . Then we have 
 
µ
µτ
=
µ−
µ
µµ−
=
µ−µ−
µ−
η−η+ξ−ξ≤
≤η−η+ξ−ξ≤
≤ηξ−ηξ
∑∫
∑∫
||||eeCdt||||eeC
||eCdt|)t()t(|eC
|)s))(,(S()s))(,(S(|e
i,2i,1
N
1i
s
G21
ts
0
s
f
i,2i,1
N
1i
s
G21
s
0
s
f
22c11c
s
i
s
s
 
 
 
Now,  
 
µ
µ−
µ
µ−
µ
µµ− ξ−ξ
µ
−≤ξ−ξ
µ
−
=ξ−ξ∫ ||||e1||||e1dt||||ee 21T21s21ts0s  
 
 
and 
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µµ−
µ−−
µ−
µµ−
µ−−
µ−
µ
µ−
−
=
µ
τ−µ−
=
µ
µτ
=
µ−
η−η



−
−
+≤
≤η−η



−
−
+=η−η



+≤
≤η−η



=η−η
∑
∑∑
||||
e1
e1
e1
||||
e1
e1
e1||||e1
||||e||||ee
21h
h)1N(
h
21h
h)1N(
h
21
jh1N
1j
21
)s(N
1i
21
N
1i
s
ss
i
s
i
s
 
 
 
thus 
 
µµ−
µ−−
µ−
µ
µ−
µ
η−η




−
−
++
+ξ−ξ
µ
−≤ηξ−ηξ
||||
e1
e1
e1
||||e1C||),(S),(S||
21h
h)1N(
h
21
T
f22c11c
 
  
 
Also, by the same type of calculation, 
µ
−
=
τ−τµ−
µ
µτ−
µτ−
η−η+
+ξ−ξ
µ
−≤ηξ−ηξ
∑ ||||eC
||||e1C|)),(S()),(S(|e
21
1i
1j
)(
G
21fi22ci11c
ji
i
i
 
and 
 
h
h)1N(
hjh1N
1j
jh1i
1j
)(1i
1j e1
e1
eeee ji µ−
−µ−
µ−µ−−
=
µ−−
=
τ−τµ−−
= −
−
=≤≤ ∑∑∑
 
 
thus 
 
µµ−
−µ−
µ−
µ
µτ−
µ
η−η
−
−
+
+ξ−ξ
µ
−≤ηξ−ηξ
||||
e1
e1
eC
||||e1C||),(S),(S||
21h
h)1N(
h
G
21f22c11c
N
 
 
 
Thus, we can take, in the inequalities (3.4),  
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h
h)1N(
h
G2222f2121
h
h)1N(
h
1212
T
f1111
e1
e1
eC)(aa;e1C)(aa
;
e1
e1
e1)(aa;e1C)(aa
N
µ−
−µ−
µ−
µτ−
µ−
µ−−
µ−
µ−
−
−
=µ≡
µ
−
=µ≡




−
−
+=µ≡
µ
−
=µ≡
 
           (3.5) 
 
 
It follows from (3.5) above that )0,0,0())(a,)(a,)(a( 222111 →µµµ  as ∞→µ , and 
)(a12 µ  remains bounded as ∞→µ ; consequently, (tr(A), det(A)) → (0, 0) as ∞→µ , 
and therefore, for µ sufficiently large, the inequalities 1)Adet(1|)A(tr| <<−  will be 
satisfied. /// 
 
 
We consider the following iterative scheme for the solution of (2.1): 
 
),( )0()0( ηξ  is an arbitrary element of V; 
for k=0, 1, 2, ..., ),( )1k()1k( ++ ηξ  is defined by 
 
))(u),(u,,,(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,(f)(h
;))(u),(u,,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h)s(
jjj),k(ji
1i
1j
)k(i0ii),1k(
iii),k(i
s0:i
)k(
s
0)1k(
i
i
+−
−
=
τ
+
+−
<τ<
+
ττηττ+ξτ+τ=η
ττητ+ξ+=ξ
∑∫
∑∫
 
           (3.6) 
 
 
Then we have: 
 
Theorem 3.2. Under the conditions (C1, C2), the iterative method defined by (3.6) above  
converges to ))(x...,),(x),(x(),(x( N21 −−− τττ⋅ , as ∞→k ; the convergence of )k(ξ to )(x ⋅  is 
uniform on each interval 1N,...,2,1i,],[ i1i +=ττ − , in the sense that, if we define the 
restrictions ii )k( x,ξ  of  )k(ξ , )(x ⋅  to the interval ],[ i1i ττ −  by 
 
)(x)(x;)()(;)(x)(x;)()(
;),(tfor,)t(x)t(x,)t()t(
ii
i
i)k(ii )k(1i1i
i
1i)k(1i
i
)k(
i1i
i)k(i )k(
−−+
−
−
+
−
−
−
τ=ττξ=τξτ=ττξ=τξ
ττ∈=ξ=ξ
 
 
then ii )k( x→ξ  as ∞→k  uniformly on ],[ i1i ττ −  for all i=1, 2, ..., N+1. 
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Proof: By lemma 3.2, if µ is sufficiently large, the operator S is a contraction with respect 
to the vector-valued norm µ⋅ |||| on V. The contraction property with respect to the vector-
valued norm µ⋅ ||||  means that, for all z, w in V, we have µµ −≤− ||wz||A||SwSz||  
where the 2-by-2 real matrix A has nonnegative elements and the eigenvalues of A have 
moduli less than 1. Consequently, the iterates of S, with arbitrary initial data, converge to 
the unique fixed point of S in the topology induced on V by the vector-valued norm 
µ⋅ |||| ; this is a well-known extension of the standard Banach fixed-point theorem to the 
case of a vector-valued metric, and the proof proceeds as in the standard case. 
Convergence with respect to the norm µ⋅ ||||  on C(0,T;τ) is equivalent to uniform 
convergence  on each ],[ i1i ττ − . The fixed point of S gives the solution of (3.1) by 
lemma 3.1.  /// 
 
 
Remark 3.1.  It follows from (3.6) that )( i)1k(i),1k( −++ τξ=η  for all k ≥ 0, so that, for 
k ≥ 1, (3.6) can also be written in the form 
 
 
))(u),(u),(,,s(Gdt))t(u),t(,t,s(f)s(h)s( iii)k(i
s0:i
)k(
s
0)1k(
i
+−−
<τ<
+ τττξτ+ξ+=ξ ∑∫
 
 
 
Of course, if )0(η  is chosen as )( i)0(i),0( −τξ=η , then (3.) holds for all k=0, 1, 2, ...  . /// 
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4. Linear Volterra equations with impulses. 
 
The theory of ordinary Volterra equations (without impulses) contains particular results 
for the case of linear integral equations, including the method of iterated kernels and the 
duality properties of the resolvent. Inasmuch as the variational equations associated with 
an impulsive optimal control problem are linear equations, we have to establish the 
corresponding results for linear impulsive Volterra equations. 
 
A linear Volterra equation with impulses has the form 
 
)(x),s(Ldt)t(x)t,s(K)s(h)s(x ii
s0:i
s
0
i
−
<τ<
ττ++= ∑∫  
           (4.1) 
 
 
where 
 
)(x),(Ldt)t(x)t,(K)(h)(x jji
ij:j
i0ii
i −
<
τ
− τττ+τ+τ=τ ∑∫  
           (4.2) 
 
 
 
We can represent the solution of (4.1) by using at first convolutions of the impulsive 
parts of the  operator M, i.e. the terms containing the functions ),s(L iτ  ; this leads to a 
discrete resolvent. For every pair of indices (i, j) with i>j, we define the set P(j, i) of 
increasing paths from j to i as the set of all ordered collections s of the form 
 
ik...kkj;),,...,,,(: 21ikkkj 21 <<<<<τττττ=σ αα
 
 
 
and we define the discrete resolvent kernel L by 
 
),(L),(L),(L:)( jkkkki 11 ττττττ=σΛ −ααα K
 
 
We extend the definition of L(σ) to the case j=i by setting L(s)=1 if σ={ iτ  }. 
Then we can show: 
 
Theorem 4.1.  Equation (4.2) is equivalent to 
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]dt)t(x)t,(K)(h)[()(x j0j)i,j(
i
1j
i
j τ+τσΛ=τ ∫∑∑ τ
∈σ=
−
P
 ,  i=1, 2, ..., N 
           (4.3) 
 
 
 
i.e., if x(.) is the solution of (4.1) then the quantities )(x i−τ can be  calculated either from 
(4.2) or from (4.3). 
 
Proof: For i=1, we have, from (4.1), 
 
dt)t(x)t,(K)(h)(x 1011
1 τ+τ=τ ∫τ−−
 
 
which agrees with (4.3) for i=1. Inductively, if 
 
]dt)t(x)t,(K)(h)[()(x k0k)j,k(
j
1k
j k τ+τσΛ=τ ∫∑∑ τ
∈σ=
−
P
  
 
1i,...,2,1j −=∀
 
 
 
then we substitute the above into (4.2) and we get 
 
]dt)t(x)t,(K)(h[
)(),(Ldt)t(x)t,(K)(h)(x
k0k
ji
)j,k(
j
1kij:j
i0ii
k
i
τ+τ⋅
⋅σΛττ+τ+τ=τ
∫
∑∑∑∫
τ
∈σ=<
τ
−
P
 
 
 
Now, every σ' in P(k,i) with k<i is obtained as concatenation of some σ in  
P(k,j) for some j<i (including the possibility j=k) and the additional iτ  after the last jτ  
of σ. Therefore, for such a σ', we have 
 
)(),(L)'( ji σΛττ=σΛ
 
 
 
For k=i, the only element of P(k, i) is {τi}. 
By making a change in the order of summation, we have 
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)'()(),(L
)i,k('
i
1k
ji
)j,k(
j
1kij:j
σΛ=σΛττ ∑∑∑∑∑
∈σ=∈σ=< PP
 
 
 
 
and consequently  
 
 
]dt)t(x)t,(K)(h)['(
dt)t(x)t,(K)(h)(x
k0k)i,k('
i
1k
i0ii
k
i
τ+τσΛ+
+τ+τ=τ
∫∑∑
∫
τ
∈σ=
τ
−
P
 
 
 
The induction is complete. /// 
 
 
 
 
Remark 4.1.  An expression like 
 
j
)i,j(
i
1j
)( ξσΛ∑∑
∈σ= P
 
 
for any variables N,...,2,1j:j =ξ , can also be written as 
 
)],(L),(L
),(L),(L[
ikkk
kkkkk
),,,()k,...,k,k(1m
i
mm1m
32211
mk2k1km21
ττττ
ττττξ+ξ
−
∑∑∑
τττ
∞
=
L
L
L
 
           (4.4) 
 
 
since ikif0),(L ik ≥=ττ . The third summation in (4.4) above is taken over all 
m
N21kkk },...,,{in),,,( m21 ττττττ L
  .  /// 
 
 
As a consequence of theorem 4.2, equation (4.1) takes the form 
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]dt)t(x)t,(K
)(h)[(),s(Ldt)t(x)t,s(K)s(h)s(x
j0
ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i
s
0
j
i
τ+
+τσΛτ++=
∫
∑∑∑∫
τ
∈σ=<τ< P
 
           (4.5) 
 
 
The calculations can be somewhat simplified if we make the following conventions: we 
extend K(s,t) so that it is defined for all ]T,0[]T,0[)t,s( ×∈  with stfor0)t,s(K ≥= , 
and similarly we extend ),s(L iτ  for all i=1,2,...,N with the convention that 
sif0),s(L ii ≥τ=τ
. 
By using these extensions of K and L, we can replace the integral dt)t(x)t,(K j0
j τ∫τ  on 
the right-hand side of (4.2) above by dt)t(x)t,(K j
s
0 τ∫  without violating the validity of 
(4.2). Then (4.5) is a linear Volterra integral equation of the form 
 
dt)t(x)t,s()s()s(x s0 Kh ∫+=
        (4.6) 
 
 
 
with discontinuous kernel K given by 
 
)t,(K)(),s(L)t,s(K:)t,s( ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i i
τσΛτ+= ∑∑∑
∈σ=<τ< P
K
   (4.7) 
 
 
 
and discontinuous forcing term 
 
 
)(h)(),s(L)s(h:)s( ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i i
τσΛτ+= ∑∑∑
∈σ=<τ< P
h
    (4.8) 
 
 
 
 We extend the definition of P(j, i) to all pairs (j, i) by setting P(j, i) :=∅  when i<j.  
We note that, in expressions like )t,(K)(),s(L ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i i
τσΛτ∑∑∑
∈σ=<τ< P
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or )(h)(),s(L ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i i
τσΛτ∑∑∑
∈σ=<τ< P
 , the expression inside the summation becomes 
zero when i<j or s iτ≥   . Then we have 
 
 
)(h)(),s(L)(h)(),s(L
;)t,(K)(),s(L)t,(K)(),s(L
ji
)i,j(
N
1j
N
1i
ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i
ji
)i,j(
N
1j
N
1i
ji
)i,j(
i
1js0:i
i
i
τσΛτ=τσΛτ
τσΛτ=τσΛτ
∑∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑∑
∈σ==∈σ=<τ<
∈σ==∈σ=<τ<
PP
PP
 
 
 
 
Further, we make the convention to write ∑
σ,j,i
     for  ∑∑∑
∈σ== )i,j(
N
1j
N
1i P
      .        
 
We shall prove: 
 
Theorem 4.2. The problem (4.1, 4.2) is equivalent to the problem (4.6, 4.7, 4.8). 
 
Proof:  By theorem 4.1, if x(.) solves (4.2, 4.3), then it also solves (4.6, 4.7, 4.8); it 
remains to show that, if x(.) solves (4.6, 4.7, 4.8), and if each x i( )τ−  is defined by  
 
x t x t dti i
s
i( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )τ τ τ− − −= + ∫h K0  
           (4.9) 
 
 
then x(.) must also solve 
 
)(x),s(Ldt)t(x)t,s(K)s(h)s(x ii
s0:i
s
0
i
−
<τ<
ττ++= ∑∫
 
           (4.10) 
 
 
We assume that x(.) solves (4.6, 4.7, 4.8). We have 
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dt)t(x)]t,(K)(),(L)t,(K[
)(h)(),(L)(h
dt)t(x)t,()()(x
jik
,j,i
k0
jik
,j,i
k
k0kk
k
k
τσΛττ+τ+
+τσΛττ+τ=
=τ+τ=τ
∑∫
∑
∫
σ
τ
σ
−
τ
−− Kh
 
           (4.11) 
 
 
 
 
and consequently 
 
dt)t(x)]t,(K)(),(L),s(L)t,(K),s(L[
)(h)(),(L),s(L)(h),s(L)(x),s(L
jikk
,j,i
kk
s
0
jikk
,j,i
kkkk
τσΛτττ+ττ+
+τσΛτττ+ττ=ττ
∑∫
∑
σ
σ
−
 
           (4.12) 
 
 
 
Since x(.) solves (4.6), we have 
 
dt)t(x)]t,(K)(),s(L)t,s(K[
)(h)(),s(L)s(h)s(x
ji
,j,i
s
0
ji
,j,i
τσΛτ++
+τσΛτ+=
∑∫
∑
σ
σ
 
           (4.13) 
 
 
From (4.12), and also taking into account the properties of Λ( )σ that were established in 
the proof of theorem 4.1, we have 
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dt)t(x)]t,(K)'(),s(L)t,s(K[
)(h)'(),s(L
]dt)t(x)}t,(K)(),(L),s(L)t,(K),s(L{
)(h)(),(L),s(L)(h),s(L[
)(x),s(L
j'i
',j,'i
s
0
j'i
',j,'i
jikk
,j,i
kk
s
0
jikk
,j,i
kk
k
kk
k
τσΛτ++
+τσΛτ=
=τσΛτττ+ττ+
+τσΛτττ+ττ=
=ττ
∑∫
∑
∑∫
∑∑
∑
σ
σ
σ
σ
−
 
           (4.14) 
 
 
It follows from (4.13) and (4.14) that x(.) solves (4.1). The fact that x k( )τ− , as evaluated 
in (4.11), coincides with the x k( )τ−  that would be evaluated according to (4.2) follows by 
a similar argument.  /// 
 
 
The solution of (4.6, 4.7, 4.8) can be expressed by means of a resolvent R(s, t) defined 
via iterated kernels computed from the discontinuous kernel K(s, t). We define the 
convolution of two kernels K K1 2(.,.) (.,.)and  by 
 
( * )( , ) ( , ) ( , )K K K K1 2 1 1 2 1 1s t s t t t dtt
s
= ∫  
           (4.15) 
 
 
The class of kernels for which the convolution (4.15) is defined consists of functions  
K(s, t) that are bounded on 0<t<s<T, are continuous in the second variable, and have at 
most jump discontinuities at the points s i Ni= =τ , , ,...,1 2 . It is readily verified that this 
convolution is associative, and therefore it is meaningful to define the convolutional 
powers K*n , where the exponent signifies n-fold convolution of K with itself. We have: 
 
Theorem 4.3. Define the resolvent kernel R( , )s t by 
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R K( , ): ( , )*s t s t
n
n
=
=
∞
∑
1
 
           (4.16) 
 
 
 
where K is the kernel defined in (4.7). 
Then the solution x(.) of  (4.6, 4.7, 4.8) is given by 
 
x s s s t t dt
s( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )= + ∫h R h0  
           (4.17) 
 
 
Furthermore, the resolvent kernel R satisfies 
 
R K K R R K* *= = −  
           (4.18) 
 
 
The proof is analogous to he proof for the case of continuous kernels. /// 
 
 
 
We turn to the issue of duality. For ordinary (non-impulsive) linear Volterra equations, 
duality says that if the equation 
 
dt)t(x)t,s(K)s(h)s(x s0∫+=
 
 
has resolvent kernel R(s,t), so that, for every function h(.), the solution is  
 
dt)t(h)t,s(R)s(h)s(x s0∫+=
 
 
 
then the solution of the dual equation 
 
ds)t,s(K)s(y)t(h)t(y T
t∫+=
 
 
is given, for every h(.), by 
 
ds)t,s(R)s(h)t(h)t(y T
t∫+=
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For applications to optimal control and variational problems, we need to establish the 
corresponding results for impulsive Volterra equations. 
 
We have 
 
Theorem 4.3.  If the resolvent kernel of equation (4.6) is R(s,t), so that, for every h(.) in  
C([0, T]a IR), the solution of  
 
dt)t(x)t,s()s(h)s(x s0 K∫+=
 
           (4.19) 
 
 
 
is given by 
 
dt)t(h)t,s()s(h)s(x s0 R∫+=
 
           (4.20) 
 
 
 
then, for every η in C(0,T;τ), the function 
 
ds)t,s()s()t(:)t(y T
t
Rη+η= ∫
 
           (4.21) 
 
 
satisfies the integral equation 
 
 
ds),s(L)s(y)()t,(K
ds)t,s(K)s(y)t()t(y
i
T
tj)i,j(
N
jiTt:j
T
t
j
τσΛτ+
++η=
∫∑∑∑
∫
∈σ=<τ< P
 
           (4.22) 
 
 
Proof: The function y given by (4.20) satisfies  
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y t t y s s t ds
t
T( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )= + ∫η K  
           (4.23) 
 
 
 
This follows from the properties of R stated in theorem 4.2, by a calculation analogous to 
the case of continuous kernels. In view of the representation (4.7) of the kernel K, and by 
interchanging the summation over i and j, i.e., for s>t, 
 
i j
i j
j t T i j
N
j i
j iL K t K t L
j, , : ( , )
(s, ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) (s, )
σ τ σ
τ σ τ τ σ τ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑=
< < = ∈
Λ Λ
P
 
           (4.24) 
 
 
it follows that (4.23) is tantamount to (4.22). /// 
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5. Variational equations. 
 
 
We denote by ai the admissible variations in the controls ai. Under a change of the control 
u(t) from the values ai to ai+εαi, the state x(t) changes to xε(t), and the cost functional J 
changes to Jε . We are interested in calculating the variations 
 
)JJ(1lim:J,))t(x)t(x(1lim:)t(x
00
−
ε
=δ−
ε
=δ ε
→ε
ε
→ε ++
 
           (5.1) 
 
 
The equations for the variations δx and δJ are found by standard methods of the calculus 
of variations: 
 
}))(u),(u),(x,,s(G))(u),(u),(x,,s(G
)(x))(u),(u),(x,,s(G{
dt)}t(u))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)t(x))t(u),t(x,t,s(f{)s(x
1iiiiibiiiiia
iiiiix
s0:i
ux
s
0
i
+
+−−+−−
−+−−
<τ<
αττττ+αττττ+
+τδττττ+
+δ+δ=δ
∑
∫
 
           (5.2) 
 
 
where  
 
b
)b,a,x,,s(G)b,a,x,,s(G,
a
)b,a,x,,s(G)b,a,x,,s(G
;tfor)t(u
ba
i1ii
∂
τ∂
=τ
∂
τ∂
=τ
τ<≤τα=δ
−
 
           (5.3) 
 
 
For fixed x(.) and u(.), Eq. (5.2) is a linear impulsive Volterra equation, and it is 
convenient to write it in the form 
 
)(x,...),s(Gdt)t(x))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s()s(x iix
s0:i
x
s
0
i
−
<τ<
τδτ+δ+η=δ ∑∫
 
           (5.4) 
 
 
where  
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}))(u),(u),(x,,s(G))(u),(u),(x,,s(G{
dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(
1iiiiibiiiiia
s0:i
u
s
0
i
+
+−−+−−
<τ<
αττττ+αττττ+
+δ=η
∑
∫
 
           (5.5) 
 
 
We note that  
 
dt)a),t(x,t,s(f
dt)a),t(x,t,s(fdt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t,s(f
1N1Nu
s
iiu
N
1i
u
s
0
ss
sN
i
1i
s
++τ
τ
τ
=
α+
+α=δ
∫
∫∑∫
−
 
           (5.6) 
 
 
 
The variation of J is 
 
}
a
)a,...,a,a),(x),...,(x),(x(
)(x
x
)a,...,a,a),(x),...,(x),(x({
dt)}t(u))t(u),t(x,t(g)t(x))t(u),t(x,t(g{J
i
i
1N211N21
i
i
1N211N21
1N
1i
ux
T
0
α
∂
τττϕ∂
+
+τδ
∂
τττϕ∂
+
+δ+δ=δ
+
−
+
−−
−+
−
+
−−+
=
∑
∫
   
           (5.7) 
 
 
 
 
and we have 
 
dt)a),t(x,t(gdt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(g iiu
1N
1i
u
T
0
i
1i
α=δ ∫∑∫ ττ
+
=
−
 
           (5.8) 
 
 
The variational equation (5.4) is of the type (4.1) with  
 
)a,a),(x,,s(G),s(L,))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)t,s(K 1iiiixix +−ττ=τ=
 
           (5.9) 
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and the solution dx(t) can be represented in terms of the resolvent R defined in section 4 
of this paper, 
 
dt)t()t,s()s()s(x s0 η+η=δ ∫ R
 
           (5.10) 
 
 
 
Acording to the results of section 4, (5.10) implies 
 
δ τ σ η τ τ δ
σ
τ
x K t x t dti
j
i
j i
j j
j( ) ( )[ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ]
( , )
−
= ∈
−
= +∑ ∑ ∫
1
0P
Γ  
           (5.11) 
 
 
 
or equivalently, in view of (5.5) and (5.9), 
 
 
δ τ σ τ δ τ δ
τ τ α τ τ α
σ
τ
x f t x t u t x t f t x t u t u t dt
G s x a a G s x a a
i
j
i
P j i
x j u j
k
j
a k k k k k b k k k k k
j( ) ( )[ { ( , , ( ), ( )) ( ) ( , , ( ), ( )) ( )}
{ ( , , ( ), , ) ( , , ( ), , ) }]
( , )
−
= ∈
=
−
−
+
−
+ +
= + +
+ +
∑ ∑ ∫
∑
1
0
1
1
1 1 1
Γ
 
           (5.12) 
 
 
 
 
The resolvent kernel R is obtained from the continuous and impulsive kernels given by 
(5.9). The discrete resolvent kernel  )(σΓ  corresponding to any increasing path 
),,...,,,(: ikkkj 21 τττττ=σ α  is given by 
 
 
)a,a),(x,,(G
)a,a),(x,,(G)a,a),(x,,(G)(
1jjjjkx
1kkkkkx1kkkkix
1
1111
+
−
+
−
+
−
τττ••
•ττττττ=σΓ
−α−α−α−αααααα
L
 
           (5.13) 
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By substituting (5.12) into (5.7), we obtain 
 
 
}])a,a),(x,,s(G)a,a),(x,,s(G{
dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t,(f)[()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x(dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(g
dt)t(x))]t(u),t(x,t,(f)()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
))t(u),t(x,t(g[J
1k1kkkkbk1kkkka
1j
1k
ju01N11N1x)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
i1N11N1a
1N
1i
u
T
0
jx1N11N1x
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
x
T
0
j
i
i
i
++
−
+
−
−
=
τ
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
+
−
+
−
+
=
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
αττ+αττ+
+δτσΓττϕ+
+αττϕ+δ+
+δτσΓττϕ+
+=δ
∑
∫∑∑∑
∑∫
∑∑∑
∫
P
P
 
           (5.14) 
 
 
 
For later reference, we also write down the explicit form of (5.10), namely 
 
δ δ
τ τ α τ τ α
δ
τ τ α
τ
τ
x s f s t x t u t u t dt
G s x a a G s x a a
s r f r t x t u t u t dtdr
s r G r x a a
s
u
i s
a i i i i i b i i i i i
r
s
t
r
u
r
s
i r
a i i i i i
i
i
( ) ( , , ( ), ( )) ( )
{ ( , , ( ), , ) ( , , ( ), , ) }
( , ) ( , , ( ), ( )) ( )
( , ){ ( , , ( ), , )
:
:
= +
+ + +
+ +
+ +
∫
∑
∫ ∫
∫ ∑
< <
−
+
−
+ +
= =
=
< <
−
+
0
0
1 1 1
0 0
0
0
1
R
R G r x a a drb i i i i i( , , ( ), , ) }τ τ α− + +1 1
  
           (5.15) 
 
 
where the double integral in (5.15) can also be written as 
 
 
t
s
r t
s
us r f r t x t u t u t drdt
= =
∫ ∫0 R( , ) ( , , ( ), ( )) ( )δ  . 
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6. Maximum principle. 
 
 
We define 
 
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x()())t(u),t(x,t,(f
))t(u),t(x,t(g:)t(
1N11N1xjx
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
x
i +
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
ττϕσΓτ+
+=ξ
∑∑∑
P
 
           (6.1) 
 
 
 
ψ ξ ξ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )t t s s t ds
t
T
= − − ∫ R  
           (6.2) 
 
 
 
 
Then we have, by the duality results of section 4, 
 
 
ds))(u),(u),(x,,s(G)s()())t(u),t(x,t,(f
dt))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x()())t(u),t(x,t,(f
))t(u),t(x,t(g)t(
iiiix
T
tjx)i,j(
1N
jiTt:j
x
T
t
1N1N1xjx
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
x
j
i
+−−
∈σ
+
=<τ<
+
−−
∈σ=
+
=
ττττψσΓτ+
+ψ+
+ττϕσΓτ−
−−=ψ
∫∑∑∑
∫
∑∑∑
P
P
 
           (6.3) 
 
 
 
 
The expression for δJ can be written as 
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)()()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(gdt)t(x)t(J
j1N11N1x
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
i1N11N1a
1N
1i
u
T
0
T
0
i
i
−
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
+
−
+
−
+
=
τησΓττϕ+
+αττϕ+
+δ+δξ=δ
∑∑∑
∑
∫∫
P
 
           (6.4) 
 
 
 
We use δ η ηx t t t t t dt
t( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )= + ∫0 1 1 1R  in (6.4) and we find 
 
=τησΓττϕ+
+αττϕ+
+δ+
+ηξ+ηξ=δ
−
+
−−
∈σ
+
= =
+
−−
+
=
∑∑ ∑
∑
∫
∫∫∫
)()()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(g
dt)t(dt)t,t()t(dt)t()t(J
j1N1N1x
)i,j(
1N
1i
i
1j
i1N1N1a
1N
1i
u
T
0
111
T
t
T
0
T
0
i
i
P
R
 
)()()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
dt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(gdt)t()t(
j1N1N1x
)i,j(
1N
1i
i
1j
i1N1N1a
1N
1i
u
T
0
T
0
i
i
−
+
−−
∈σ
+
= =
+
−−
+
=
τησΓττϕ+
+αττϕ+
+δ+ηψ−=
∑∑ ∑
∑
∫∫
P
 
 
 
           (6.5) 
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In view of the results of section 4, we have 
 
]dt))}(u),(u),(x,,t(G
))(u),(u),(x,,t(G){t(
dtds))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s([
dt}))(u),(u),(x,,t(G
))(u),(u),(x,,t(G{)t(
dt)t(uds))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(dt)t()t(
iiiib1i
iiiiai
T
u
T
ti
1N
1i
1iiiiib
iiiiia
N
1i
T
0
u
T
t
T
0
T
0
i
i
1i
+−−
+
+−−
τ
τ
τ
+
=
+
+−−
+−−
=
ττττα+
+τττταψ+
+ψα=
=αττττ+
+αττττψ+
+δψ=ηψ
∫
∫∫∑
∑∫
∫∫∫
−
 
           (6.6) 
 
 
 
 
           
Further, we have (cf. (5.8))  
 
 
 
dt)a),t(x,t(gdt)t(u))t(u),t(x,t(g iui
1N
1i
u
T
0
i
1i∫∑∫ ττ
+
=
−
α=δ ; 
 
))}](u),(u),(x,,(G
))(u),(u),(x,,(G{
dt))t(u),t(x,t,(f[
)()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
)()()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
kkkkjb1k
kkkkjak
1j
1k
juk
j
1k
1N11N1x
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
j1N11N1x
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
k
1k
k
i
+−−
+
+−−
−
=
τ
τ
=
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
−
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
τττττα+
+τττττα+
+τα⋅
⋅σΓττϕ=
=τησΓττϕ
∑
∫∑
∑∑∑
∑∑∑
−
P
P
 
           (6.7) 
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Thus, we have: 
 
 
δ αJ
i
N
i i= −
=
+
∑
1
1
∆  
           (6.8) 
 
 
 
 
where the terms ∆i  are expressed in terms of x, u, ψ, G, ϕ, as follows: 
 
))(u),(u),(x,(G
)()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
))](u),(u),(x,,(Gdt))t(u),t(x,t,(f[
)()a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
dt)a),t(x,t(g)a,...,a),(x),...,(x(
dt))(u),(u),(x,,t(G)t(
dt))(u),(u),(x,,t(G)t(
dsdt))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(
iiija
1N11N1x
)k,j(
k
1ij
1N
1ik
1i1i1i1ijbju
1N11N1x
)k,j(
k
ij
1N
ik
iu1N11N1a
1i1i1i1ib
T
iiiia
T
u
T
ti
i
i
1i
i
i
1ii
1i
i
i
1i
+−−
+
−
+
−
∈σ−=
+
−=
+
−
−
−
−
−−
τ
τ
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
τ
τ+
−
+
−
+
−
−
−
−
−−τ
+−−
τ
τ
τ
ττττ⋅
⋅σΓττϕ−
−τττττ+τ⋅
⋅σΓττϕ−
−−ττϕ−
−ττττψ+
+ττττψ+
+ψ=∆
∑∑∑
∫
∑∑∑
∫
∫
∫
∫∫
−
−
−
−
P
P
 
           (6.9) 
 
 
 
The necessary condition for a minimum of J, namely 
 
δJ ≥ 0 for every admissible δu 
            
 
 
is tantamount to  
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0ii
1N
1i
≤α∆∑
+
=
for every admissible α= ( ,..., )α α1 1N+      
           (6.10) 
 
 
 
We note that the expression 
 
 
ds))(u),(u),(x,,s(G)s()())t(u),t(x,t,(f
ds))t(u),t(x,t,s(f)s(
)a,...,a),(x),...,(x()())t(u),t(x,t,(f
))t(u),t(x,t(g:))(,u,x,t(H
iiiix
T
tj)i,j(
1N
jiTt:j
T
t
1N11N1xj
)i,j(
i
1j
1N
1i
j
i
+−−
∈σ
+
=<τ<
+
−
+
−
∈σ=
+
=
ττττψσΓτ+
+ψ+
+ττϕσΓτ−
−−=⋅ψ
∫∑∑∑
∫
∑∑∑
P
P
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is the impulsive Hamiltonian, in the sense that the co-state ψ satisfies 
 
))(,u,x,t(H
x
)t( ⋅ψ
∂
∂
=ψ  
           (6.12) 
 
 
where, in the partial differentiation operator ∂
∂x
 , the symbol "x" refers to the slots, in the 
expression of H, that are occupied by x(t), but not to the terms x i( )τ− . 
 
On the basis of the results above, we have 
 
Theorem 6.1. (The maximum principle for impulsive Volterra equations with discrete 
controls.) Under the conditions of continuous differentiability of the functions f, G, g, ϕ 
with respect to x, u, a, assuming the existence of an optimal control policy, we denote by 
a *   an optimal choice for a, by u*( )⋅  the associated control law as a function of t, and by  
x*( )⋅  the associated solution of the Volterra integral equation (2.). We denote by ψ*( )⋅  
the solution of 
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ψ ∂∂ ψ
* * * *( ) ( , , , ( ))t
x
H t x u= ⋅  
 
where H is defined by (6.11). Then the first-order necessary condition for optimality is 
 
i
N
i i
=
+
∑ ≥
1
1
0∆*α  for all admissible αi , 
 
where ∆i
*
 is calculated from (6.) with a * , u*( )⋅ , x*( )⋅ , and ψ*( )⋅  in lieu of a, u, x, and 
ψ, respectively.  /// 
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7. Application to impulsive differential equations. 
 
 
In this section, we examine how the results of section 6 can be specialized, from the 
general case of impulsive Volterra equations to the particular case of impulsive ordinary 
differential equations. Impulsive control problems for systems governed by ordinary 
differential equations have been studied in [M] and the further references therein. The 
maximum principle for impulsive ODE control problems is contained in [M], but in a 
form different from the results we state in this section. The problem we consider here has 
the impulses, in both the state dynamics and the cost functional, dependent on the current 
and the switched value of the control (i.e. the functions G and Φ depend on both 
1ii aanda + ); this type of controls amounts to having the admissible values of the control 
)a,a(w 1iii +≡  dependent on the previous value 1iw − , a type of constraint that does not 
fall within the scope of [M] and other references on impulsive control of ODE. Our 
contribution in this section is to demonstrate that the maximum principle (conditions 
(7.13) below) for impulsive ODE with impulsive controls can be obtained as a particular 
case of the maximum principle for controlled impulsive Volterra equations proved in the 
previous section. 
Now, we consider the controlled impulsive ODE 
 
N,...,2,1i),a,a),(x,(G)(x)(x
;x)0(x;tfor)),t(u),t(x,t(f
dt
)t(dx
1iiiiii
0i
=ττ+τ=τ
=τ≠=
+
−−+
 
           (7.1) 
 
 
which can also be written in integral form 
 
x t x f x u ds G x a a
t
i t
i i i i
i
( ) (s, (s), (s)) ( , ( ), , )
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−
+0 0
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1
τ
τ τ  
           (7.2) 
 
 
         
We shall use the notation and terminology of sections 2-6 above, with the indicated 
specializations. The cost functional J is taken in the form 
 
J g(t x t u t dt x a a g x TT
i
N
i i i: , ( ), ( )) ( ( ), , ) ( ( ))= + +∫ ∑
=
−
+0
1
1 0Φ τ  
           (7.3) 
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The functional J is plainly a particular case of the functional (2.4), with 
 
ϕ τ τ τ τ( ( ),..., ( ), ,..., ) ( ( ), , ) ( ( ))x x a a x a a g xN N
i
N
i i i N1 1 1 1
1
1 0 1
−
+
−
+
=
−
+ +
−
= +∑ Φ  
           (7.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
The co-state p(t) for the problem (7.2-7.3) is defined in terms of the co-state ψ(t) 
introduced in section 7: 
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           (7.5) 
 
 
 
 
We define the continuous and the discrete Hamiltonians, H and Hc d , respectively, for 
this problem, by 
 
)b,a,x,t(pG)b,a,x,t(:)b,a,p,x,t(H
);a,x,t(pf)a,x,t(g:)a,p,x,t(H
d
c
−Φ=
−=
 
           (7.6) 
 
 
 
We shall show that the co-state p(t), defined by (7.5), satisfies 
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First, we establish the jump condition on p, i.e. the second equation in (7.7). 
It follows from the definition of p that 
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and  
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Thus, in order to verify that  
 
)a,a),(x,(G)(p)a,a),(x,()(p)(p 1kkkkxk1kkkkxkk k +
−+
+
−−+ τττ−ττΦ=τ−τ  
           (7.10) 
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it suffices to prove that 
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Now, every )i,k(P∈σ is one of the following:  if i=k, then  σ={ kτ }; if i>k, then σ is 
either { ik ,ττ } or the concatenation of { jk ,ττ }, for some ijk,j ≤< , with some 
)i,j(' P∈σ . Correspondingly, we have: 
 
if σ={ kτ }, then Γ(σ)=1, by definition; 
if σ={ ik ,ττ }, then )a,a),(x,(G)( 1kkkkx +−ττ=σΓ ; 
if σ is the concatenation of { jk ,ττ }, for some ijk,j ≤<  , with some )i,j(' P∈σ , then 
)'()a,a),(x,(G)( 1kkkkx σΓττ=σΓ +− . 
 
Therefore, 
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 and then (7.11) follows by a change in the order of summation, namely 
 
∑∑∑∑
=+=+=+=
=
N
'ji
N
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i
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N
1ki
. 
 
The first equation in (7.7) follows from (6.12) and the observation that, under the stated 
definitions, for ∉t τ, we have  
 
)t(
dt
)t(dp ψ−=   and  ))(,u,x,t(H))t(u),t(p),t(x,t(Hc ⋅ψ−=  
 
where ))(,u,x,t(H ⋅ψ  is defined in (6.11). 
Finally, the condition 
 
))(x(g)(p 1Nx,01N − +− + τ=τ  
 
follows from the definition of p in (7.5) and the observation that, for k=N+1, the only 
element of P(k, N+1)  is σ={ 1N+τ } for which Γ(σ)=1 by definition. 
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Consequently, we have shown: 
 
Theorem 7.1. (Maximum principle for impulsive ordinary differential equations.) Under 
conditions of continuous differentiability of f, G, g, Φ, G with respect to x, u, a, and with 
the superscript "*" denoting optimality, we have the first-order necessary conditions for 
the problem (7.1, 7.2 ) as follows: 
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           (7.13) 
 
 
 
where each i∆  is evaluated from (6.9) with dt
)t(dp
:)t( −=ψ .  /// 
 
 
 
The impulsive differential equation (7.1) can also be written in the Hamiltonian form 
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